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Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

From: Janina Wegner-Keres [janina.wegnerkeres@stadt. duesseldorf.dé] 

Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2007 6:04 AM 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 
Subject: Caravaggio- museum kunst palast 

Dear Mr. Bader, 

thank you for your kind answer, According to the german and European reproduction rights the 

images in our exhibition catalogue are valid for its issue only. 

It would be very helpful if you could inform us, if the american reproduction rights allowes 

image-citation from foreign catalogues and bookg. If it is applicable, we accept the citation 

with the remark: citated from exhibition catalogue “Caravaggio - Originals and Copies in 

past and present research" presented in museum kunst palast, Diisseldorf from 9.69.2006 till 

7.01.2007 With kind regards, Janina Wegner-Keres 

Janina Wegner-Keres 

Stiftung museum kunst palast 
Ehrenhof 4-5, 40479 Diisseldorf 
Telefon +49 (@) 211 8997228 
janina.wegner-keres@museum-kunst-palast.de 

>>> "Alfred Bader Fine Arts" <baderfa@execpc.com> 25.06.2007 19:52 >>> 

Dear Ms. Wegner-Keres, 

Thank you for your e-mail of today. I already have all the transparencies taken from your 

beautiful catalogue, but need your permission to use these in my autobiography. 

Many thanks, 

Alfred Bader 

waee- Original Message----- 
From: Janina Wegner-Keres [mailto:janina.wegnerkeres@stadt .duesseldorf.de] 

Sent: Monday, June 25, 2007 4:55 AM 
To: baderfa@execpc.com 
Subject: Caravaggio museum kunst palast 

Dear Mr. Bader, 
thank you very much for your fax from 4.06.67 Please excuse my delay in answering you, as I 
was on holiday for two weeks. 

Unfortunately we do not have the transparencies of the versions to the Lute Player any more 
and, much to my regret, it is not possible for us to send you the images. I'm very sorry for 

that. 
Hoping to help you, please find enclosed the contacts, which we used ordering the 
transparencies. 

The images from Metropolitan museum and the State Eremitage you can order 
by! 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York Rights and Reproduction Service Beatrice Epstein 

1000 Fifth Avenue New York, New York 10428-6198 

Fax: @8@1- 212-396-5050 

Email: Beatrice. Epstein@metmuseum. org 

State Hermitage, St. Petersburg 
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Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

From: Janina Wegner-Keres [janina. wegnerkeres@stadt.duesseldorf.de] 
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2007 4:55 AM 
To: baderfa@execpc.com 
Subject: Caravaggio museum kunst palast 

Dear Mr. Bader, 
thank you very much for your fax from 4.06.07 Please excuse my delay in answering you, as I 

was on holiday for two weeks. 
Unfortunately we do not have the transparencies of the versions to the Lute Player any more 
and, much to my regret, it is not possible for us to send you the images. I'm very sorry for 
that, ; 

Hoping to help you, please find enclosed the contacts, which we used ordering the 

transparencies. 

The images from Metropolitan museum and the State Eremitage you can order by: 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York Rights and Reproduction Service Beatrice Epstein 

1006 Fifth Avenue New York, New York 16028-6198 

Fax: @@1- 212-396-5056 
Email: Beatrice.Epstein@metmuseum. org 

State Hermitage, St. Petersburg 

Rights and Reproduction Service 
Anastasia Mikliaeva 

Dvortsovaja nab. 30-34 
198006 St. Petersburg 

Tel: @07 812 716 95 12 
Fax: 907 812 716 95 @4 

Email: mikliaeva@hermitage.ru 

Concerning the "Lute-player"” version of our lender Mr. Salini , Mr. Harten asked me to send 

you also his contact: 
Architetto Simonpietro Salini 

Via della Dataria 22 

08187 Roma 
Te.: 6039 66 6776231 
Fax: 0639 66 6776332 

presidenza@salini,it 

If you have further questions please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
With kind regards also from Mr. Harten, 

Janina Wegner-Keres 

eae ae ee ee ee 

Janina Wegner-Keres 

Stiftung museum kunst palast 
Ehrenhof 4-5, 48479 Diisseldorf 

Telefon +49 (6) 211 8997228 

janina.wegner-keres@museum-kunst-palast.de 
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deleting letters within a word) 

Let it stand 

Insert space 
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make space between lines equal 
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Lthotyn dott hokburme 
1909 east menlo boulevard 

milwaukee, wisconsin 53211-2519 

home: 414°961°1779 work: 414° 96191995 

FAX: 414°961°1971 

a 
ck 44@wi. rr.com 

MEMO 

Date: 24 January 2006 
To: Alfred Bader 
From: Carolyn / 

Re: Reader’s Report and estimate for “More Adventures...” 

ee 
First, thank you for the opportunity to become familiar with your life and with this 

project. | very much enjoyed reading your first book and the reviews you mailed 

to me, and | learned a lot as well. 

If you were to hire me as your editor, | wouldn’t make a lot of changes to what 

you have written. The sample chapters you gave me are polished and 

readable, and your persona comes through nicely: readers can’t help but warm 

up to your honesty, compassion, intellectual curiosity, and generousity. As an 

editor, | would step out of the way and let you continue to tell your story. 

| would, however, copy edit the manuscript to make it more accessible to the 

many audiences we discussed on Sunday. The sample chapter illustrates my 

approach. | have followed the Chicago Manual of Style format, which is used in 

most book publishing (proofreader’s marks attached). The changes in blue ink 

are ones | strongly recommend; most of them are to improve consistency 

across sections. The marks in green ink are questions or concerns for you to 

respond to. 

| would also write a few transitional sentences to invite readers into the three 

previously published articles and to link them with the rest of the chapters, and | 

would remove references that aren’t appropriate for this book (for example, p. 4 

of the “introduction” where it says (“see his chapter ‘My Expulsion’). | might also 

combine short chapters or break up long chapters for more uniformity. 

You gave me nine chapters, so | think | have about half of your manuscript. 

Based on the time it took me to do these sample pages, | estimate that editing 

the entire book will take between 30 and 40 hours, at my hourly rate of $70. If it 

takes less than that, | only bill for the time I’ve put in; if it takes more, that’s my 

problem! 





Finally, in addition to the sample books I’m sending along (which I'll need to 

have returned), you might want to contact these authors to ask about our 

editorial relationship: 

* Dana Evan Kaplan, 305-725-5756, danakaplan@aol com. Theological and 
Liturgical perspectives on Reform Judaism (Rowman & Littlefield, 2002) 
and Contemporary Debates in American Reform Judaism: Conflicting 
Visions (Routledge, 2001) Dana, who used to be the associate rabbi at 

Emanu-El on Kenwood, is now a twice-a-month rabbi for a congregation in 
Georgia (he lives near Miami). He also has Ph.D. in history and has held 
several academic positions. Right now he is concentrating on his writing. | 
wrote both of these book proposals and also copy edited both books, which 

are collections of essays. 
¢ Todd Davison, M.D., 414-961-3600. Trust the Force (Jason Aronson, 1996) 

and Life After Psychotherapy (Jason Aronson, 1998). Todd is a psychiatrist 
here in Milwaukee (he used to live at 3026 N. Marietta). | edited both books 

and helped him write the book proposal for Trust the Force, which got him 
his first contract. Jason Aronson primarily publishes professional books for 

human service practitioners, although Todd’s books have been marketed 

as “crossover” trade books. 
e John Whitcomb, M.D., 262-784-5593. Capitate Your Kids (Popcorn Press, 

2000). John is an emergency room physician who self-published Capitate, 

got on “Oprah!” and landed a contract with Viking (the hardcover was 
published as The Sink or Swim Money Program, the soft cover as Capitate 
Your Kids). As | said on the post-it | put inside the book, | was delighted that 

Viking didn’t change a word | had edited! 

Call me if you have any questions; | look forward to hearing from you. 

ii) 





[for CSS going away presentation] 

Adolf Menzel, 1815-1905 

Afternoon in the Tuileries Gardens, 1867 

Oil on canvas, 49x70 cm 

NG 6604 Bought with grants from the American Friends of the National 
Gallery, London, and the George Beaumont Group, 2006 

a, 

Menzel had long figured on the Gallery's informal desiderata list as the 
' most important German painter of the later nineteenth century. His 

paintings are almost entirely unrepresented in collections outside the 

German-speaking world. That, as the result of restitution by a major 
German museum, a Menzel of this ambition and complexity should have 
come on the market was remarkable. That it should relate to, indeed 
enter into dialogue with, one of the Galiery’s most famous modern 

paintings, is serendipity. Menzel painted the picture after seeing 
Edouard Manet's Music in the Tuileries Gardens of 1862 (NG3260) when 

he visited Paris five years later. He acknowledges Manet by quoting the 
top-hatted figure near the centre of the canvas from that work but then 
goes on to show how he thinks the painting of modern life should 
proceed, in a more highly realistic, richly detailed and anecdotal manner. 
As soon as the picture was offered to us, Charles recognised the necessity 
of acquiring it and of doing so quickly. He also had to contend, 
gracefully, with a German director colleague who was understandably 
dismayed at losing a great painting and startled to see how fast and 
effectively the Gallery could act when it needed to., 

\ 
—————.\ 

Christopher Riopelle 

= JA Pe Oe 





RUSSELL ADVOCATEN 
Amsterdam Den Haag 

Dr. A. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

MILWAUKEE WIiSC 53211 

United States of America 

Ref WO/B20055242514 Amsterdam, May 24, 2005 

Re RN Pee a Osa i 

Ne oie Ds Bw oY 
Early Aprad your case was finallyjoroadcasz an tne, 1V— crime 

program of Peter R. de Vries on the TV— station SBS. 

After this program I was contacted by a Mr. Karl Hammer, who 

was so shocked by what has happened to you that he sent me 

the encitsed Letter requesiing me tc forward this. to you. Ma 

I leave it to you to respond to Mr. Hammer directly? 

Re 

Bader in good health! 

aa 

I hope this letter reaches you and Mrs 

Meanwhile, 

with kind regards, 

Russell/ Advocaten / 

/n Wn Ll 

Willem O. Russell 

aveul 

Postbus 87400 » 1080 JK Amsterdam «= E-mail: info@russell.nl = Internet: www.russell.nl 

Reimersbeek 2 =» 1082 AG Amsterdam = Telefoon +31 20 3015555 = Telefax +31 20 301 56 78 

Alle diensten en/of (andere) werkzaamheden worden uitsluitend aanvaard en uitgevoerd door de maatschap Russell Advocaten, een maatschap die (mede) beroepsvennootschappen omvat. 

Jegens een ieder zijn toepasselijk de algemene voorwaarden van Russell Advocaten, waarin een beperking van aansprakelijkheid is opgenomen welke tevens van toepassing is op 

rechtsverhoudingen met derden. Deze voorwaarden zijn op 27 december 2004 gedeponeerd ter griffie van de Rechtbank te Amsterdam onder nummer 189/2004. De voorwaarden zullen u op 
verzoek kosteloos worden toegezonden en zijn tevens te raadplegen op www.russell.nl. 

All services and/or (other) activities are exclusively accepted and executed by Russell Advocaten, a partnership which (also) includes professional corporations. The General Terms and 

Conditions of Russell Advocaten apply to all; they contain a limitation of liability which also applies to third parties involved. These Terms have been placed on file on 27 December 2004 at 
the Registry of the Amsterdam Court under number 189/2004. On your request these Terms will be forwarded free of charge; they can also be consulted on www.russell.nl. 





Russell 
eae ee ee eee reer rer

e 

Van: Russell Advocaten [info@russell.nl] 

Verzonden: vrijdag 8 april 2005 20:06 

Aan: info@russell.nl 
Onderwerp: Contactformulier - website 

Name: Hammer 

IPS ESWEMLEB Ake 

Blake 

Company: 

Address: Planciusplein 27 

Zipcode: 4812SE 

City: Breda 

Country: NL 

Phone: 06.51844977 
Email: karlhammer@planet.nl 

Message: Goedendag, 

Ik ben op zoek naar advocaat mr. Willem Russell die genoemd werd in het programma 

van Peter R. de Vries inzake de Amerikaanse kunstverzamelaar Alfred Bader. 

Graag wil ik weten of u het juiste kantoor bent. 

vriendelijke groet, 

Karl Hammer 

#Internet 
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Cori farewell 

Bader farewell 

Expulsion protest 

Beauty and the Beast 

St. Paul building 

Dr. Jai Nagarkatti 

Acta-Koninck 

Marvin Klitsner 

Minerva 

van de Cappelle 

Reni self-portrait 

van Dyck 

A-84 

Bredius 112 

W. Drost 

Bredius 515 — Abraham 
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b/w 

b/w 
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b/w 

b/w 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 





I've 

va 

C-18 

C22 

Daniel’s Rembrandt 

Bredius 304 

Bredius 261 

Portrait of Rembrandt 

Bredius 112 

Eeckhout Tobit 

Caravaggio 

Hermitage Caravaggio 

Wildenstein Caravaggio 

Paris Caravaggio 

Caravaggio detail 

Velazquez dog 

Sargent 

Lely — Villers 

Lot & his daughters 

Jacob's Dream 

Copy after Rubens 

Rubens 

Menzel 

Liss 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

color 

b/w 

color 

color 

color 





VIL. 

Vil 

IX. 

XI. 

XII. 

Verhout 

Verhout detail 

Coques advertisement 

Rembrandt's mother 

Bredius 226 

Bert Vos 

Sabato website 

Oxford & monogram 

Prussian Blue 

Sumowski 

Monogram 

Berchem 

Gibraltar 

Castle 

Sandy Montgomery 

David Bevan 

color 

color 

b/w 

color 

color 
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color 

color 

color 
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b/w 

b/w 

color 

color 
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XIV. 

XV. 

Dist. Service A 

Katz 

CBE 

Roseann Runte 

Isabel Bader Theatre 

Karen Hitchcock 

Isabel’s 80th Music 

Festschrift 

Bader Lane 

Jiri Damborsky 

Current Aspects — San Diego 

Barry Sharpless — click chemistry 

Snieckus, Brande/Bader 

Bulletin — Wiswesser 

b/w 

b/w 

color 
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b/w 

b/w 

color 

color 
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color 

color 

color 

b/w 





XVI. Lieben Prize 

XVII. David’s children 

Wedding pictures 

Daniel’s family 

Lucy Cohn 

Joe Bernstein 

XVIII. Expense diary 

Adina 

Yechiel 

Karlin 

Rabbi Mendel 

color 

color 

color 

color 
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color 

color 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 

924 Kast Juncau Avenue 

Astor Hotel - Suite 622 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Ph: 414 / 277-0730 

Pax: 414 /'277-0709 

e-mail: baderfa@execpc.com 

June 4, 2007 

TO: Dr. Jurgen Harten Page 1 of __1 

Stiftung Museum Kunst Palast 

FAX: 011 49 211 892 9307 

Dear Dr. Harten, 

Thank you very much for sending me your beautiful Caravaggio catalogue 

and the documentation of the press reports. 

I am just working on an autobiographical work which will, I hope, be 

published by the McGill/Queen’s University Press in Canada. 

I would like to use in that book your reproductions of the versions of the Lute 

Player and would like to ask you for your permission to use these. 

With many thanks for your help I remain 
[ ay 

Yours sincerely, Se Oe ty Stee aa . 
) \ x A CX A 

= \ 
\ , 7™ ; \ 
i A POLK 1) LIGS. 

Alfred Bader ) 

AB/az 
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Dr. Jurgen Harten 

Subject: Dr. Jiirgen Harten 

From: Edward Clark <ed@whitfieldfineart.com> 

Date: Mon, 4 Jun 2007 15:35:42 +0100 

To: Alfred Bader <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dr. Jurgen Harten 

work +49211 899 6241 

work fax +49211- 892 9307 <——_~ 

home +49 30 2005 8865 

home fax +49 30 44041146 Berlin 

E-mail JuergenHarten@t-online.de 

E-mail 320047148615-0003@T-online.de 

— work: : 

Stiftung Museum Kunst Palast, v 

Ehrenhof 4-5 = 

Dusseldorf 

40479 

Germany pa 

home: 

Wortherstr. 2 

Berlin 

D-10435 

Germany 

WHITFIELD FINE ART LIMITED 

180 New Bond Street 

LONDON WI1S 4RL 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 74 99 35 92 
Fax: +44 (0) 20 74 95 64 88 

SKYPE: whitfieldfineart 

whitfieldfineart.com 

VAT REG. NO. GB 340 3976 58 
REGISTERED IN ENGLAND NO. 1465413 

Be ae ee aes ai ie Cam ETE ET Cag i NT CHER ET LEAT 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may contain 

information which is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is prohibited by law. If you are not the 

intended recipient of this message please note any dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is 

strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake 

and delete it from your system 

1 of 1 
6/4/2007 11:17 AM 





book 

Subject: book 

From: "Queen's Quarterly" <qquarter@post.queensu.ca> 

Date: Wed, 24 May 2006 08:41:12 -0400 

To: alfred@alfredbader.com 

Dear Alfred, 

It was a pleasure talking to you. As I mentioned: 

4 | 
Don Akenson, Editor 

McGill-Queen’s Press 

Queen’s University 

613-533-2155 

Email: mqup@post.queensu.ca 

looks forward to working on your book and getting 4s must written material already with, according to 
him, picture placement. 

Good luck, it will work and we’ll find a nice title (maybe when I have a more complete idea of the 
content). 

All the best to you both — and stay healthy! 

Boris 

Queen's Quarterly 

144 Barrie St. 

Kingston, Ontario 

Canada K7L 3N6 

tel - 613-533-2667 

fax - 613-533-6822 

1 of 1 5/24/2006 9:20 AM 
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‘Be. | PRAGUE PROFILE | June 25 — July 1, 2003 

Alfred Bader: Chemist cares for Karlin 
PRAGUE 
PROFILE 

8, 
By ALAN 
Levy 

Making money 
work wonders 

hen Alfred Bader was grow- 
ing up in his native Vienna 
in the early 1930s, he used 

lo spend summers visiting the family 
of his Jewish governess, Hilda 
Kozakov, in the south Moravian vil- 
lage of Miroslav, near the Austrian 
border. Hilda's brother Robert Herzog 
was a businessman traveling from vil- 
lage to village visiting butchers to buy 
the skins of slaughtered animals in 

SE CCTM A SOT 

VITAL 
STATISTICS 

Bom April 28, 
1924, in 
Vienna 

Career 

Research 
chemist and 

group leader 
1950-54 for 

Pittsburgh 
Plate Glass, 
Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin, 

where he and 

his lawyer 
founded Aldrich 

Chemical Co., 

supplying 
research chem- 

icals, 1955, 
president, 
1955-81; 
chairman, 

1981-91. 
In 1981, 
Aldrich merged 
with biochem: 
cals supplier 
Sigma of St. 
Louis; prest 
dent, Sigma- 
Aldrich, 

1975-80, 
chairman, 

1980-91. 
Upon involun- 
tary retirement, 
founded Bader 
Fine Arts galle- 
ty, Milwaukee. 
Author 

Adventures of 
a Chemist 
Collector, 
Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson, 
London, 1995: 

out of print but 
can be ordered 
from’ amazon. 
com by ISBN 
0-297-834614 
Mamled Helen 
Ann “Danny” 
Daniels, 1952, 
divorced, 1981 
two sons: 
David, Daniel; 
mamied Isabel 
Overton, 1982 

order to sell leather to village 
shoemakers. The boy would 
tag along to help unload hides, 
salt them and store them in the 
family cellar. 

Watching Herzog, then a 
communist, sweet-talk his 
clients or bargain with a tanner 
from Mikuloy “was the begin- 
ning of my business educa- 
tion,” says Bader, now a 79- 

year-old multimillionaire phi- 
lanthropist who gives away 
half of each yeat’s income to 
good causes, many of them in 
the Czech Republic. He makes 
annual gifts of at least $5 mil- 
lion (135 million Ké); this 

year’s “will certainly exceed 
$15 million.” 

There were weekend jour- 
neys to Prague, too, centered 
around the Old-New Syna- 
gogue and the Jewish Ceme- 
tery. Near there, a vendor sold 
drawings for 5 Czechoslovak 
crowns apiece. ‘Given the 
choice of spending 5 crowns 
on a drawing or on 10 ice- 
cream cones” Bader recalls, “‘I 
usually bought the drawings, 
many of which | still have.” 

This was the beginning of 
Alfred Bader’s career as an art 
collector and dealer, whose 
milestones include buying a 
painting for $55,000 in 1979 
— a study of Rembrandt's 
father that was originally dis- 
qualified as an authentic 
Rembrandt by experts in 
Amsterdam — and then prov- 
ing it was a real Rembrandt. It 
was recently appraised at $10 
million when he gave it to his 
Canadian alma mater, Queen's 
University in Kingston, 
Ontario. Since he also founded 
and headed the Sigma-Aldrich 
global chemical conglomerate 
from 1955 to 1991, his candid 
memoir is appropriately titled 
Adventures of a Chemist 
Collector (see box for details). 

Alfred Bader became a Nazi 
target at 13 when Hitler 
annexed Austria. But when the 
British government allocated 
10,000 visas for Jewish chil- 
dren between 12 and 16, Bader 
was placed on the first 
Kindertransport train, which 
left Vienna Dec. 10, 1938. 

Lodged with a Jewish fami- 
ly in Brighton, he enjoyed a 
good year in school. But when 

Benefactor Bader will pull the puppet strings for Patrik Gadzo, 8. 

he tumed 16 in the spring of 1940, he 
was interned as an “enemy alien” in a 

roundup of potential threats between 
ages 16 and 65. Thrown in with 
German prisoners-of-war and labeled 
a POW himself, the teenager was sent 

(o prison camps on the Isle of Man 
and then in Canada, where a guard 

named Bruno, father of six, used to 
wake him every.moming by “playing 
with my penis.” Fortunately, the son 
of his British sponsors resided in 
Montréal and Bader was released to 
them after 15 months of internment. 

Though he’d passed the matricula- 
tion exam for McGill University, he 

was rejected there and by the 
University of Toronto because their 
Jewish quotas were filled. Accepted 
by the applied-science faculty of 
Queen's University, the young man 
with a thick German accent proved a 
brilliant student who, in three succes- 
sive years, was awarded bachelor's 
degrzes in engineering chemistry 
(1945) and history (1946) and a mas- 
ter’s in chemistry (1947). He is now 
Queen's University’s most generous 
benefactor. 

Young Bader’s appetite for paint 
and chemicals was whetted by a sum- 
mer job as a lab technician at a paint 
company in Montréal. Upon gradua- 
tion, he went south of the border on a 

fellowship in organic chemistry to 
Harvard, where he took another mias- 

ter’s in 1949 and a doctorate in 1950. 

That year, he moved to Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, which is still his home 

city, to work as a research chemist for 

the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. 

A marriage deferred 
During his 1949 Harvard summer 

vacation, Bader sailed from Québec 
City to Liverpool for his first retum 
visit to Europe. TWo days before the 
ship docked, he met Isabel Overton, 

the daughter of a Protestant lay 
preacher from northern Ontario. After 
a week’s courtship in London, he pro- 
posed mariage to her. She hesitated 
— mostly because of their religious 
differences and his determination to 
raise any children as Jews, meaning 

that their mother would have to be 
Jewish or convert to Judaism. 

Their courtship continued by corre- 
spondence after he retumed to the 
States and she settled in England as a 
schoolteacher in Sussex. In her 80th 
letter to him (he kept thein all), she 
wrote that she didn’t think their mar- 
riage would work, 

On the rebound, he met Helen Ann 
Daniels, from a South Dakota reli- 
gious background similar to Isabel’s 
but willing to convert. They were 
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mamied in Milwaukee by an orthodox 
rabbi in 1952 and had two sons. 

His heart, however, still belonged 
to Isabel and, in 1975 — propelled by 
a recurrent dream in which her gaunt 
preacher father asked him why he 
wasn’t with her — he looked her up 

in Sussex. In 1981, “Danny” divorced 
him so he could marty Isabel. 

A playground for outsiders 
Partly because he has roots in 

southern Moravia, Bader endows 

prestigious annual prizes and a profes- 
sorship in organic chemistry at 
Masaryk University in Bmo. He also 
funds Bader Art History Fellowships 
for Czech scholars to do research, 
mostly abroad, and Bader Science 
Fellowships enabling four Czech stu- 
dents a year to do their doctoral work 
at the Imperial College in London and 
three U.S. Ivy League universities: 
Harvard, Columbia and Pennsylvania. 

There is a non-elitist side to 
Bader’s generosity, epitomized by his 
motto: “Save my money for some- 
body feft out.” In recent years, he and 
his wie have been active in humani- 
(anian and educational aid programs 
for Roma (Gypsies). 

One of the reasons they visited 
Prague in June is a case history in 
how philanthropy can prove profitable 
or everyone: i 

In Prague 8's flood-devastatezt 
Karlin sector, the Molakova street 
special school for 120 children classi- 
fied as mentally or socially underde- 
veloped (90 percent of them Roma) 
was heavily damaged by last August's 
waters. City funds weren't readily 
forthcoming to repair the school. So 
the children were dispersed to study 
in special shifts elsewhere, if at all. 

To encourage action, Bader 

pledged $20,000 (now 540,000 Ké) 
toward repair of the school if City 
Hall would match that sum. Neither 
school director Jitka Vargova nor the 
municipal officials to whom she 
brought Bader’s offer had ever heard 
of matching grants, so the bureaucrats 

threw up their hands asid gave her the 
entire 5.5 million Ké needed to 
restore the school. 

Pleased but embarrassed, Vargova 

offered the Baders their money back. 
No way! Instead, they re-earmarked 
the money to dredge a sea of contami- 
nated mud coating the school’s gar- 
den. When work started, it was dis- 
covered that soil and plant contamina- 
tion was much less than feared. So the 
money was reassigned again — this 
time for architect Josef Smola to cre- 
ate a state-of-the-art playground in the 
school’s garden. 

Complete with slides, swings, 
climbing wall, gazebo and wicked- 
witch hut, the playground was opened 
on Friday the 13th by the roly-poly, 
cherubic philanthropist and his slen- 
der, elegant wife. During the speech- 
making and after the ribbon-cutting, 
this loving and generous couple held 
hands, already enjoying their gift as 
much as the kia. who couldn't and 
didn’t wait to start using it | 

Alan Levy can be reached at 

alevy@praguepost.com 
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Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

To: Ken Cuthbertson (ken.cuthbertson@queensu.ca) 
Subject: Your e-mail of June 15 

Dear Ken, 

Isabel and | have just returned from England and | want to thank you for your e-mail of June 15" telling me that you will 

be publishing the Rembrandt/Not Rembrandt chapter from my book. | think that you will find that David de Witt has all 

the photographs required for this chapter. 

With many thanks and with all good wishes | remain 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred 





Queen's Alumni Review 

Subject: Queen's Alumni Review 

From: Ken Cuthbertson <ken.cuthbertson@queensu.ca> 

Date: Fri, 15 Jun 2007 11:39:38 -0400 

To: baderfa@execpc.com . 

Dear Alfred, 

I hope this note finds you and Isabel happy and well. And congratulations to 
Isabel on her Queen's honorary degree, which is well deserved! 

I've been chatting with Boris Castel and with Cathy Perkins about the except from 
your new book, which you sent along. I'm sorry I haven't been back in touch with 
you sooner to update you on our plans. 

We will be printing the except in our fall issue. Our plan is to publish a package of 
articles about art and the art world . Your book excerpt and a piece about the 50th 
anniversary of the Agnes Etherington Art entre will be the focus of the issue. 
(We're also planning some profiles of alumni who are working in the field, one of 
whom Is art conservator Leslie Carlyle, who's with the Tate Gallery in London.) | 
hope this plan meets with your approval. 

I'll be back in touch with you as we move closer to deadline for our fall issue . 

-- Best wishes, Ken Cuthbertson, Editor, Alumni Review 

Ken Cuthbertson 

Editor, Queen's Alumni Review 

Office of Marketing and Communications 

Room #307, Stewart-Pollock wing, Fleming Hall 
Queen's University 

Kingston, ON 

CANADA K/7L 3N6 

Phone: 1-800-267-7837, ext. 74125 (toll-free in Canada and the U.S.) 

or 

533-6000, ext. 74125 (locally) 

FAX : (613) 533-6828 

1 of 1 6/18/2007 7:58 AM 





Agere RAE DE sBeASOBEstCa Tali NcE. AYRiies 

DR. ALFRED BADER www.alfredbader.com ESTABLISHED IQO6I 

May 4, 2007 

Dr. Peter C. Sutton 

Executive Director 

The Bruce Museum 

One Museum Drive 

Greenwich, CT 06830-7100 

Dear Peter, 

Enclosed please find the Queen’s Quarterly which includes my essay about 

the Berchem and the Battle of Gibraltar. 

I must tell you that Laurie Winters’ attack on me has caused me a great 

many sleepless hours. It is unlikely that you will ever have seen a curator 

writing about a donor to a museum in sj:ch a manner. In a meeting on March 

20th she apologized but of course that does not make up for many sleepless 

hours. 

I hope that you will be able to help the Milwaukee Art Museum retain the 

van Vliet Church Interior which was probably called Berckheyde in the 

Goudstikker collection. On April 27 a very similar van Vliet was offered by 

Christie’s in London and I enclose copy of the description of lot 89. This 

probably had a reserve of £40,000 and the painting was unsold. 

The Goudstikker collection has a fine painting by Lastman of David and 

Uriah of which there is another version in Detroit. Might I be able to 

purchase the Goudstikker Lastman directly from the family without going 

through Christie’s? ( Sov Deny lee ee ORs ao) 

With many thanks for all your help and with best regards I remain 

es sincerely, 

| \ 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 

Enc. By Appointment Only 

() ASTOR HOTEL SUITE 622 

Ce ae ee Lrovadew .- 924 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE 
MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN USA 53202 

icin Ante 7.07 710s MIAKe dA ld 277 = O17 O19 

E-mail: alfred@alfredbader.com 





A Letter Anticipated 

- 

Subject: A Letter Anticipated 

From: "Yechiel Bar-Chaim" <yechiel@jdcparis.org> 

Date: Fri, 14 Oct 2005 18:09:17 +0200 

To: "Alfred Bader Fine Arts'" <baderfa@execpce.com> 

14 October 2005 

Dear Alfred, 

Yom Kippur has finally given me the inspiration to write the 
attached 

letter for the next volume of your autobiography. 

In addition I would encourage you to use the Nadace Via speech 

akae WASNLL elolatiaylie 

it iS appropriate. 

This letter is intended as a pendant to that presentation. 

Of course you are also free at any time to excerpt any of my 

other letters 

as you wish. 

Shabbat Shalom, 

Yechiel 
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ae Your Philanthropy as I See It 
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\\ How might one characterize the philanthropic giving you channel through the 
JOINT (and thus through me)? 

There is a saying attributed to the great teacher Hillel in the Talmudic 

Tractate, Pirke Avot, (The Sayings of the Fathers II: 6), which in English goes as 

follows: “In a place where there are no men, strive to be a man.” 

Now this phrase has two markedly different interpretations, both of which you 
seem to fulfil. 

It might be thought that virtuous behaviour requires interaction with other, 
like-minded men. Yet here Hillel characteristically stresses the importance of 

individual independence. One should be virtuous even in the absence of any 

partners or observers. When it comes to supporting a soup kitchen for the poor in 

Novi Sad (Serbia) or vocational training for Roma refugees from Kosovo living near 

Skopje (Macedonia), I am well placed to assure you that when we began these 

projects no one anywhere in the vicinity had any idea who Alfred Bader was. And | 
presume that even now these places mean little to those who have known you for 
years. 

You yourself refused any sort of plaque or naming ceremony in these 

locations, saying justly, “My family has never had any connection to the Balkans.” 

The most we have been able to do for you is to name as “Bader Vests” the sweaters 

made by paraplegic women in Sarajevo for individuals living in institutions or 
homebound elderly. 

The second interpretation --- which I like better --- has a “High Noon” ring 

about it. Where no one else will step forward, you do it. The first project we ever 

did together exemplifies this approach. When the Bosnian War ended, there were 

nearly 200 NGO’s working in Sarajevo, all basically looking for ways to help the 

most deprived, the neediest victims of the conflict. Left out of these considerations, 

however, was the vital center, the capable young men and women whose potential 

was being ignored. You enabled us to introduce entrepreneurship training for these 

individuals, and based on the same rationale our local partners built an important 

micro-lending operation to go with it that still thrives today. 

~ 

You have, I would say, also introduced a so-called “Bader Corollary” to 

Hillel’s Talmudic dictum. Phrase it this way, “Where there are men present, go 

elsewhere.” Thus, when other funders are already helping, your tendency has been to 

say, “Count me out. I’ll save my resources for those causes that others overlook.” 

Thus you were distinctly reluctant to assist after the catastrophic floods in the Czech 

Republic in 2002, precisely because everyone else was rushing to chip in. Only when 

I found an overlooked, nearly orphaned school in Prague which served the youngest 

mentally challenged children --- most of them Roma --- a school with a playground 

dangerously polluted by two meters of floodwaters, did you come forward. If I am 





Nee 

not mistaken a picture of a cheerfully costumed child taken during the festive re- 
opening of that playground should grace this book. 

In your philanthropy you take special pleasure, Alfred, it seems to me in 
recognizing merit that has been heretofore overlooked. Just:like you like discovering 

masterpieces of art in unsuspected paintings. How else to understand your efforts to 

build up the reputation of that until now less than well-known nineteenth century 

Moravtart chemist, Josef Loschmidt, or your lonely efforts to support the Jewish 
School in Vienna in memory of its noble headmaster at the time of the Anschluss, or 

your re-establishment of the Ignaz Lieben Prize for scientific achievement in the 
former Habsburg Empire, a prize initially established by a prominent Jewish family in 
Vienna that also fell victim to Nazi depredations. 

By my reading, you like to combine a certain sense of righteous indignation 

(drawn perhaps from your faithful teaching over the years of the Hebrew prophets) 

with an unswerving respect for personal character (a trait in my experience which no 

one who has ever studied at Harvard can ever fully escape). Thus the sterling record 

of the British Quakers in saving Jewish children from the Nazis (including yourself) 

during World War IJ has endeared them to you forever. 

Of course you would never describe your philanthropy in the terms I have 
used above. As you always like to tell me, “J just like to help ‘good people’.” Yet 

that seemingly straightforward ethical principle has proven to be one of our most 

challenging issues. 

Thanks to one of your grants, JDC-Israel was able to train Roma --- living 

under frightful conditions of poverty and multiple discrimination in East Jerusalem --- 

to work as caterers or cleaning staff in hotels. But when these Roma insisted on being 
paid in black so as not to put their welfare benefits in jeopardy, you pulled the plug. 

My colleagues in Israel are still trying to figure out how to do it right. 

A special trip to Vienna --- and from what I could tell your entire afternoon 

with Isabel --- was upset when I informed you that I had used some of the funds you 

had put at my discretion to organize through the Jewish Community of Zagreb a 

summer camp on the Dalmatian Coast for young juvenile delinquents. But juvenile 

delinquents just didn’t qualify as ‘good people.’ Only when we were able to clarify 

much later that these youngsters were in reality only “children at risk” who had good 

chances of not becoming juvenile delinquents if given the right care, could the 

argument be settled and the project carry on. 

More seriously, this debate between us has continued over your considerable 

philanthropic aid to projects in Serbia. Certainly before, but even after, Slobodan 

Milosevic was deposed as the leader of Serbia and Montenegro and put on trial in the 
Hague, you have felt uncomfortable about such assistance. In making the case to you 

for putting mentally retarded adults to work producing furniture or providing a 

modern, sanitary kitchen for children from Kosovo still living in refugee camps years 
after the war ended, I have sometimes imagined the scene when Abraham had to 

argue with the Almighty on behalf of even the smallest number of virtuous residents 

in Sodom. 

bo 





What a delight it is to be able to work with a man of such strong character and 
principles! In discussing which path to take in directing your gifts towards worthy 

goals we have to wrestle over questions of morality and politics. I love it. 

At any given moment your thoughts and reactions seem to reach back in 

time. They draw on your varied past, coursing over the so markedly different phases 

of your own life. They touch on fierce loyalties and acute sensitivities that sometimes 

I can only guess at. Vienna; England; the internment camp -entheSt-hawrentces whec, 

Queens University in Canada; Harvard; Milwaukee; Prague ... they all speak in many 

different voices through you and through your special generosity. 

Alfred, I feel I am especially privileged to work with you. 

The biggest challenge of course is that so much remains to be done and to be 
done well. Whenever I become especially overwhelmed by the opportunities you 

open up before me, it is another phrase from Pirke Avot to which I turn. This 

teaching is attributed to Rabbi Tarphon, and perhaps it can bring you comfort as well. 

“Tt is not up to you to finish the work, but neither are you free to turn aside 
from it.” 

= \ Yechiel Bar-Chaim 

Paris, 

14 October 2005 

Wo 





mailbox:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application”20... 

Subject: Re: Photographs 

From: "Jenny Roanhouse" <jroanhouse@amcity.com> 

Date: Fri, 23 Aug 2002 13:18:42 -0500 

To: "Alfred Bader Fine Arts" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Ann, 

Wer sel reprints Of OuUme phos om Oo lOOm ethics repr wmEn i Sec GiGinecdle Op y sor 

the photograph. If you would like to order it please call me at 

414-278-7788. 

Thank you, 

Jenny 

SSS aS Original Message ----— 

Prom. Altred) Bader tines Ares <Sademradexceoe com 
To: <jroanhouse@bizjournals.com> 

Senes hriday,, sAuGUSEN 2S) anz UlOZ i IES AM 

Subject: Photographs 

Dear Ms. Roanhouse, 

Is it possible to get more copies of the photograph of Alfred Bader 

which appeared on the front page of your August 18 issue? Mr. Trellwyn 

BOLAMOSm TOL COMbdaC tary OUmEO @ semanas. 

Thank you! 

Ann Zuehlke, Gallery Manager 

1 of 1 8/23/2002 2:03 PM 





, mailbox:///C\/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application%20... 

Subject: Re: Article 

From: Phill Trewyn <ptrewyn@bizjournals.com> 

Date: Mon, 19 Aug 2002 09:18:12 -0500 

To: Alfred Bader Fine Arts <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Mr Bader, 

Thank you for your e-mail. The corrections you mentioned are noted. 

Regarding copies of the pictures, you can contact Ms. Jenny Roanhouse in 

our circulation/marketing department and she should be able to help you. 

She can be reached at jroanhouse@bizjournals.com or at 278-7788. 

Sincerely, 

Phill Trewyn 

Reporter 

The Business Journal Serving Greater Milwaukee 

414 278-7788 ext. 3014 

1 of 1 8/19/2002 2:13 PM 
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May 17, 2007 ae Heda Cee. 

Alfred Bader 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

Astor Hotel, Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee WI 53202 

Dear Alfred, 

Good to hear from you but sorry that the dispute with Laurie Winters has been 

so protracted. If it is any comfort, the wider world isn’t following her antics. 

I’m not aware of the lawyers for the Goudstikker heir pursuing the van Vliet in 

Milwaukee but the “art detectives” have been after a long list of paintings in 

museums. They would probably settle very reasonably. I’Il certainly work for 

the museum to retain the picture but let’s wait to see if it becomes an issue. 

As for the Lastman, I believe the Mauritshuis (where it hung until recently) is 

7 negotiating for its purchase. Several Dutch museums have bought back pictures 

from the restitution group. 

Finally, please accept with my compliments the catalogue for our current show 

on Fakes and Forgeries. Why not take a trip to New York (for the upcoming 

Sotheby’s Old Master sale?) and pop out to Greenwich to see the show? 

All the best, 
r\ 

[ 
Peter C. Sutton 

The Susan E. Lynch Executive Director 

Enclosure 

PCS/kr 

One Museum Drive « Greenwich, CT 06830-7100 

P 203.869.0376 « F 203.869.0963 » www.brucemuseum.org 
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In his article Alfred Bader states: 
7 

t 
There is no question that museums bave reosived many gifts and even made 

specs, sud money for their sale cas tle put to betier use, but all deaccessions 
should be done with great care, The director, curators, and bowrd of Trustees 
should work ingether. if the donors are alivs, I believe they should be contacted to 

j discuss the matter, and certainly every effort should be made to obtain the highest 
| possible price for items sold. 

Tovwhioh we respond: Exactly! When it proposes to deaccession works, the Milwaukee 
Art does what Bader mecommends and much more, This fact is known to Bader, or could 
have easily been discovered by hin. instead of dealing in fact, however, he recklessly 
makes false and defamatory stuements about MAM and its personnel. In an effort to set 
theirecord straight we offer the following. 

Thioughout bis article, Bader asserts thet the Milwaukee Art Museum ignored standard 
deakcession practices when it decided to deaccession ceratin works that Badex had given 
to the Museum. Nothing could be further ftom the truth. 

As MAM"s Curator of Earlier European At, I have overseen three deaccessioning 
programs in the areas of Oid Master paintings, 19" century Germanic paintings, aud 
Enxbpean decorative arts. These three programs were doze in conjonction with the coutplets reinstallation of the European galleries in May 2001. These deaccessioning 
programs required careful research and evaluntion and almost three years to complete. 
Contrary to various statements in hig cuticle, Bader is the only donor who has taken issue with the deaocessioning process or the end regult. 

MAM’s deaccessioning policy sets forth rigorous procedures, which wate explicitly folldwed in the case of the works discussed by Bader. Bader’s assertion that 
cessioning was somehow sccomplished on the say 80 of one petson is simply thse. 

consultant for more than 20 years. He has also worked for Bader for roughly the same pericd of time. It is cutlous that Bader neglects to mention the fact that MAM consulted 

t 

| 
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hitiself was notified regarding works he had douated, la fuct, i met with him personally 
to Geliver 1 lcther detaiting whist MAM proposad to do. | discussed the list of works 

then, Bader had no objection at that time and 
he krven agreed dust the works were not very good. He explained that bed bought thera 

in bos concer and that he had gottex moch better ax 1 cotlestr, He did auk about (at 
so-called Besokem and I explained thal not only was the condition poor but thet we hod disbovered on the piece the signstne of Iwry, a well-known copyist and imituior of Betchem who worked in the early 18" cagtury making covies and imitations for the English mazket (More about thia below.) Bader latex wrote to Director Bowman about the work, und Director Bowmen pexsouully responded to him in an atimapt tn explain dant it Was not by Berchem but by the initator, as the signature Iwry clearly proved. 

\ 

- It should also be pounted out that ail of the individuals Bader mentions in the article as not being happy with the deaccessioning—the Flagps, the von Schleinitz family, and the Vogels——were all notified and had no objection to the deavcessioning. (T have asked each of thera to write @ better of support explaining their support of the process and of xe.) ut re, Rader failed to mention that I have a very good relationship with all of the fentilies be mentioned and that | arn potsonally responsible for appotnting heirs of the vou Schleinit and Quirk fanoilies to the EEAC jn order to provide vontinujag repiesentation by the funvilies. (I buve asked three such metabers to write letters of support.) Contrary to Bader’s statement shout the dearceasioning of the 19" cexmary Gertnan pelatings, the von Schleintg family sot daly approved the deaccessicing and the 

representative, Serves as a board member of ERAC and personally approved every Gecikion tavolving the Geaccessioning. 

I would like to further point out that MAM is hot required to have the permission of the domdr or the heits to deaccession art works. However, we do require uotification and we are divcys happiest when a donox gives consent. Since Bader did not write 00 the 

specifically request that works be kept, we are needless to say somewhat suprised by the veheknentoe of his attack and the many false sttementy he makes, 

Response to Individual Paintings 

Vam ler Veume 
We deaccessioned thig painting attributed to Van der Verne becanse.ag Bader already knows but neglects to mention—we have another superior work by the seme artist in the 
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im. Both paintings are in fact thind tier works and buve rarely been exhibited in the 
Bird ngieip nora inte teerralihae melee ereargre ae 

ie 3 thy botteref the awcypieces be hepianrl Beiter dowccedsioned. Ldtavé pewosuilly shove, 
: uadtorials by te expert wt the Louwre redaliihts to its anthenti 

Borchers 
In the process of carefully examtining this work, which was in poor coudition, we 
discovered tie sigastine of Fwry, the weilemowm, copyist and imitetor of Bercbem who 

ied the Baglish market in the 18° cantory with nach adaninedcow soenes. The 
ing it not by Berchar a the signatuse,“Iwry” clearly reveals, We cbrviously would 

have sold the work os s possible Berchem if'we had thought thet dere was oven a reniote mutans 3 possibility that # cond be by him. However, once we bad discovered the signature, we ce were monly sad bogally boumd to sell i4 sein wry. Anything elee would have been 
frand. As for oot mentioning the Detective's Eye pablication, Russell Bowman and | distrussed this at length and we hytentionally left it out of the sale catalogue so that Bader 
would not be embarassed by his wisetwibation to Berchem when the work wus fiintiy 
but unmistakably signed “Iwry.” Our intention was simply 10 seve Bader embarrassment. 
When I met Bader to bind deliver the leter and the list of works proposed for 
deacorssioning, I told him about the Iwry signature a3 did Russell Bowman in response to Bader’s quary specifically about that painting, It is incomerebeusible that he did not 
vanderstend this, 

&. 

Portrait of = Flemish Officer 
Bader here asserted that we deacoessioned this work simply bacauge we did not know the idemtity of the artist. His statement is absurd. In fact, we have currently on view in our galleries a number of anonymous works, which the Museum hangs with pride of place because of theix overall significance to the collection. The work thet Bader mentions was deakcessioned because of its poor quality and condition—as confirmed by the outside expharts and other reviewers—not because it was anouymous. (In fact, since arriving at MAM 1 have been she to firmly identify artists for at least a half dozen previously 
snonymous works.) 

beat! in dispute since its serival at the Museum, contrary to Baser’s assertion, In fact the Only thing that has been questioned is the attribution and the condition of the painting Wo | arved at the Museum in 1997, the work had not been on view rnore than a di ® because of its poor condition, In evaluating the Old Masters, I paid especial attention to this work because it had been attributed to Wright of Dexby by seeneone who had énce worked at the Museum as a college inter. I therefore reviewed she i nm with extreme care and I gradually came to the conchusion that the subject Was fight but that it could not be by Wright of Derby. I initially discussed my concerns with Professor Bendiner of the University of Wisconsin—-Milwauker, who agreed immediately that the work was not by Wright of Derby and that the stadeut never should have heen allowed to publish the article, (This is the same urticle that Bader relies op.) 1 
| 
{ 
t 

| 
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thie undlestoak 2 fold wad caretal study ofities painting as past of the collections review for 

bs not diy wal Dectry, Ins fis, 

work, we also asked Charles Munch to exumine the picture; he declined that the work had! 
badly relined and was a megs. Churies Munch agreed with MAM's decizion im 

desscession the work. I should remind you that Charles Munch also works for Bader and he fred no self-interest in his remarks. Odd thet Bader should have neglected to mention 
Charles Munch’s view. 

Tht proposal to deascession this work was then approved by Director Bowman, the entire 
Cumatonial staff, other outside reviewers, inchuding Peter Sutton, MAM’s education 
department, che head of MAM’s conservation department, the EEAC, the Acquisitions end Collections Committee of tie Boerd of Trastees, then by the entire Board of 
Trustees, There wes nothing baphazesd of slip-ahod about this process. 

it is worth noting that recently, Allen Staley, Professor Emeritus of Columbia University, and an expert in 18° century British painting, called to see if we still owned the painting {told him that we hed dasooessioned the work, Hie agreed that it was not by Wright of Derby and then told me that he had recently come across doctanenigtion to suggest thet i 

London circles), the provenance, and the poor quality of execution thet is ouly explained by a lesser artist bike West's son, Tata now in the process of contacting Allen Staley for information on this new attribution, 

As for the work bringing little money at auction in New York, that is because no one else was interested. All of the Wright of ¥ experts had been contacted as part of the 

York auction house pretty much says it all, As for the Bader Curstor of Northern Baroque Axt at Queens College saying that it is beautifully painted, de gustibus mom esy chspitarcdem,, 

In hig article, Bader also brings up the deaoressioning of German and Austrian paintings from Rens von Schleiniiz Collection. Deeccessioning in this area was done with the family’s approval from the outset, Rene’s gramison is on the EEAC and approved the 
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A group portrait of two children once attriteted to Bader by John Singleton Copley bas 

Fnases, the leading Wright of Derby expert in London has also coufirmen thie attribution. phe crock is lovely and hangs with pride of place in the galleries, but is aot Wight of Derby. 

Alba, just discovered over the last year, two drawings dousted by Bader to the Museum as works by Gustav Klimt are certainty not by Klin in the opinion of Marian Bisatye- Prakken, the lending authority in Views on Klimt's drawings. She beliewes tne ons a forgiry and the other has nothing to do with Klit at all, 
Finally, in 2001, I purchased for MAM an important painting by Metthias Stomer. Bader putsouthed the picture in Milwaukee and in the art community non-stop wail ke learakd that Arthur Wheelock, Cutator of Northern Baroque Painting et the National Gallery, Washington, D.C., bad been trying to buy it for the Natiomal Gallery. 
Deo note? itis clear that Bader's reckless teraz in his article are defamatory t ie Milvaukes Art Museum aad to the Museum's personnel. Ast comayonas fonmailly requesting that no portion of Bader’ s éaticle be published in its current form. 





Dr. Alfred Bader 
2961 North Shepard Avenue 

©) Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

(414) 962-5169 

September 22, 2006 

Dr. Walter Liedtke 

Curator of European Paintings 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

1000 Fifth Avenue 

New York, NY 10028-0198 

Dear Walter, 

I am working on another autobiography which I hope will be published next year. It will 

deal largely with paintings I have acquired and I enclose a sample. 

I would like to include a chapter dealing with the various paintings possibly by 

Rembrandt which I have acquired between 1959 and now. With your permission | would 

like to call this chapter “Rembrandt/Not Rembrandt”. But of course if you tell me that 

you object to this title because it was the title of your great exhibition, I will think of 

another title. y 

With best wishes I remain arr ZE eae 

Tope sincerely, Ee Core ee ED, 

a 

Alfred Bader le <2 for yom AF aks Zt, 

ie DQ) 22 werk 5 
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I am often reminded of the great art historian and teacher Wolfgang “~~ 

Stechow. In 1994 a whole flood of memories came back to me when I looked 

into the Christie's London catalog of their sale in December. There was an 

illustration of a painting by Johann Liss described as a “Repentant Sinner 

turning away from Temptation and offered a Palm of Salvation by Angels”, 

consigned by the Cartwright family in Edgcote. Northhamptonshire. It was a 

most beautiful painting, estimated at only £400,000-600,000, and I was sure 

it was the original of a copy I had first seen at the Cleveland Museum early 

in 1976 when { was visiting a most interesting exhibition in honor of 

Wolfgang Stechow. 

The 41 paintings were said to be the works cf Johann Liss, a brilliant 

German-born, Dutch, Flemish and Italian educated artist, who died of the 

plague in Venice around 1639, in his early thirties. Wolf had often spoken 

very highly of Liss, comparing him with Adam Elsheimer and pointing out 

the great beauty of Amor Vineit, the Liss owned by the Cleveland Museum. I 

spent several hours in the exhibition thinking of Wolf and wondering whether 

he would have agreed that all the paintings realiy were by Liss. J did not and 

annotated my catalogue with comments like ‘Beautiful the A2Z9 Amor Vincrt, 

‘ok’ with many and ‘copy’ with some. One of these was Al7, called The 

Reventant Magdalene from Dresden. Dr. Riidiger Klessmann, the well- 

respected German art historian who had written that entry in the Cleveland 

catalog, believed the Dresden painting was the original. He knew of the 
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painting that now, 20 years later, was for sale at Christie’s, but he referred to 

it as acopy. Clearly he had never seen the Northhamptonshire painting 

itself, now being offered unframed in London. It was smaller (98.8 cms x 

125.8 cms, excluding 2 cms of canvas folded over at the top, bottom and left 

edges) than the canvas in Dresden (114 ems x 131.5 ems). The edges of the 

canvas had been turned over to make it fit on the overmantie of the Billiard 

Room of the Cartwright family. So what! It was a magnificent work, one of 

the best by Liss that I had ever seen. Otto Naumann agreed and J bought it 

plus Wee aeetioy pouse’s commas Bey , 

at a hammer price of £900,000. Rob Noortman was the underbidder: he 

knows a good painting when he sees one. 

In January 1995 I was informed that export from Britain would be 

stopped. This had happened once before when I bought a German altarpiece 

of ca. 1510 in December 1993. On that occasion I had been treated entirely 

fairly. In fact I had rather enjoyed my meeting with the Reviewing 

Committee to put my case for permission to export. Unfortunately this 

encounter was to prove totally different. Export of artwork from Britain can 

be stopped based on one or more of three criteria called the Waverly criteria: 

if the work is closely connected with British history, if it is of outstanding 

aesthetic importance, or if it is of great significance for study. 

Julia Willmore informed me that the Reviewing Committee would 

meet in its office on 2-4 Cockspur Street at 11:15 AM on February 1. { faxed 

her on January 20% that I would fly to Londen to be at that meeting and 

m 
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included an outline of my arguments for export. “I believe that this painting 

does not fall under any of the three Waverly criteria. It does not come under 

(1) because it is totally unrelated to British history and national life. It hung 

unrecognized and unframed in a biliard room the canvas foided over the top 

to fit available space! 

“No one can argue that the Liss 1s an unimportant picture in today’s 

market, However, there is no question that while it remained in a British 

collection, it was neglected and abused. Apparently while in the collection of 

the Cartwright family in Edgcote, the picture was cut down, losmeg over half a 

foot on the bottom edge; moreover, the canvas was folded over a reduced 

stretcher before framing, thereby damaging the original paint at the top edge. 

“The reduced composition is further evidenced by the existence 
of 

another version of the picture in the Dresden Museum showing the onginal, 

uncut format. 

“Nonetheless, the painting 15 a great work by Johann Liss, but Liss is 

hardly a household name and chances are that not one in a thousand Britons 

has ever heard of him. 

“The National Gallery in London owns @ comparably great work by 

Liss, as does Sir Denis Mahon, whose collection is widely believed to be 

destined for the National Gallery. Both works are fine examples of the 

artist’s work and are works that have not been cut down. Hence I do not 

believe that Waverly criteria 2 or 3 apply.” 

ica) 
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My most helpful contact at Christie’s in London was Nicholas 

Lambourn who faxed me on January 19% confirming that the meeting would 

take place at the Export Licensing Unit at 2-4 Cockspur Street. I phoned him 

the next day to say that I did not know where Cockspur Street was, and he 

replied by fax that the nearest tube station was Charing Cross and sent a 

map showing how to get to Cockspur Street. Immediately after arriving in 

London on January 31, I called to assure him that J would be at Cockspur 

Street timely the next morning. He wished me luck. 

When I arrived at 11:10 AM on February 1* I was told that the venue 

had been changed - a0 one had mentioned this to either Nicholas Lambourn 

or me. though they knew that I was the buyer. When J reached the new 

meeting place 11:30, Jonathan Scott, the Committee Chairman, said that 

they had already decided unanimously to deny export. Before my arrival, a 

Mr. Tabor of Vulcan international services, a shipping organization employed 

by Christie’s, had presented a report alleging that “the painting was not of 

outstanding aesthetic importance due to alterations and damage.” This was 

go clearly incorrect that his argument was easily refuted by Neil MacGregor, 

Director of the National Gallery acting as expert adviser ta the Department 

of National Heritage. He stated, “The painting under discussion had not 

been properly studied before the recent Christie's sale and had been 

dismissed as a copy of the painting of the same composition in the Dresden 

Gemalderie. The picture has now been wniversally accepted as an autograph 
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work and the Liss specialist Rudiger Kleasmann 
has reversed hia view about 

the relative status of the two works. This is indeed a work of the very highest 

quality, superbly ilustrating Liss’s fluid brushwork, his inventive approach 

to composition and iconography, and his skillful treatment of facial 

expression. The subject, which ia almost certainly the Magdalene turning 

away from worldly temptation (represented by the sinister figur
e who offers 

precious objects on a dish and whose face is cast in shadow) to the angel who 

extends the palm of heavenly glory, is rare in art, although, significantly, 

there is a painting with 2 similar treatment of the subject by Jordaens 

(Private collection, Chicago). The present work is a great deal more sensuous 

and visually exciting. Liss’s chromatic justaposition of the g
olden orange of 

the central figure's drape with the flashes of blue lining recalls similar 

passages in the later works of Veronese, and adds weight to the assumption 

that this panting was made in Venice.” 

When I demurred, explaining the reason for my late arrival, Mr. Scott 

allowed me to state my case “but be quick about it”. And of course T 

understood that I had to be quick about it, because the committee bad 

already decided, and the next painting was already on view. Was this British 

justice? Once export has been questioned and permission given, of course, 

there is definite proof that the work has left the country legitimately, and 

ever since the meeting dealing with the German altarpiece I had been so 

elated by the fair treatment I had received that I almost looked forward to 
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another export denial. Clearly, Tam no prophet - for worse was io come. 

Despite what I believed were my very good arguments, export was atill 

denied, Diana Forbes‘McNeil of the Reviewing Committee on the Export of 

Worka of Art wrote to me on March ggtn “J can assure you that as soon as the 

initial two month deferral period on your paintin
g by Liss has ended, i.e. & 

April 1995, we shall let you know as to whether or not any museum has 

expressed an interest in acquiring it.” Nicholas Lambourn faxed me on April 

11 that the Department of National Heritage had just sesured Christie’s that 

“ve would be notified of the outcom
e this week, and that if there was no 

definite interest the export would be approved and t
he licence granted 

immediately after Easter.” Neither promise was kept. We heard nothing. 

Orte Naumann, with whom I was working on the Liss, was the y 

cb ig AE UNIO E Bam BOLT Bota, bedoa lf at & porive ay 

approached by # London dealer MAlen-Hobae spss sie MeayLaate Pe Br Tog 
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Meztbehoats offer of £1,270,000 or take the risk of losing the painting to the 

museum interested? 4 

perinse. Unfortunately we believed Mr. Hobart when he told us his “inside 

information”, that a museum Was seriously interested. Had we heard from 





the Reviewing Committee on April Sth that no museum was interested, we 

would not have accepted the offer, made on behalf of Sir Graham Kirkham. 

In duly the Reviewing Committee sent me a draft for their 1994-5 

Report alleging that “the representative for the applicant contended that the 

painting was not of outstanding aesthetic importance due to alterations and 

damage.” Of course I objected immediately, because Mr. Tabor was not my 

representative. [ would not have made that silly statement and, had I not 

been misled to Cockspur Street, would have made a more cogent argument. 

My objection was brushed aside. Simon Mitchell, the Committee’s Secretary, 

ended his swnmary dismiséal of August 3rd with, “I can assure you that the 

Reviewing Committee makes every effort to deal fairly as between all parties 

and we will endeavour to ensure that if any of your paintings are referred to 

the Committee in the future, the cases proceed smoothly.” 

Commercially Otto and I did well: a quick but relatively modest profit. 

But had the Reviewing Committee kept its promise, this painting would now 

be in one of the world’s great museums. Of course it has been accepted as one 

of Liss’ greatest masterpieces and is on the cover of Riidiger Klessmann’s 

pi, ne i ter ON aN the ett 

catalogue aeiaoate pected in 1999. What I have learned is that one 

cannot rely on the fairness of the Reviewing Committee, or the words of a 

stranger, and I no longer look forward to meeting with them. Every time I 

think of it, I feel pained by the Reviewmg Committee's il treatment, Wolf 

Stechow would have followed the saga with great interest and understanding. 




